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Abstract
Supercomputers are capable of more and more computations, and nodes forming them need
to communicate even more efficiently with each other. Thus, other types of communication
models gain traction in the community. For instance, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) pro-
poses a communication model based on one-sided communications called the MPI Remote
Memory Access (MPI-RMA). Thanks to these operations, applications can improve the over-
lap of communications with computations. However, one-sided communications are complex
to write since they are subject to data races. Tools trying to help developers by providing a
data race detection for one-sided programs are thus emerging. This paper rethinks an existing
data race detection algorithm for MPI-RMA programs by improving the way it stores memory
accesses, thus improving its accuracy and reducing the overhead at runtime.

Mots-clés : HPC, MPI-RMA, Consistence mémoire, Analyse dynamique, Binary Search Tree

1. Introduction

To meet the exascale challenge, parallel programming models are evolving and tend towards
programming models that abstract the machine nature. This abstraction can be partial with the
Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) or total with task-based programming. The PGAS
communication model is based on one-sided communications which decouple data movement
from synchronization. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard proposes a similar com-
munication model via MPI Remote Memory Access (MPI-RMA). With MPI-RMA, each MPI
process makes a part of its memory available to other MPI processes so the latter can remo-
tely read and write on this “distributed shared memory” with fewer synchronizations than
two-sided MPI communications. Consequently, applications migrating from two-sided MPI to
MPI-RMA operations should get significant speedup. Nevertheless, most MPI programs still
use two-sided communications because MPI-RMA programs are challenging to write and error
prone, especially because of data races. Indeed, like with shared memory models, developers
must ensure memory consistency in MPI-RMA programs. Thus, some tools aim at helping
developers write correct and productive MPI-RMA applications to promote overlap and asyn-
chrony. However, these tools imply a noteworthy overhead at runtime and are not scalable.
This paper enhances an existing on-the-fly data race detection tool for MPI-RMA programs

*. The paper had been proofread by Emmanuelle Saillard, Samuel Thibault, Antoine Capra, Pierre Lemarinier,
Van Man Nguyen and Marc Sergent.
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FIGURE 1 – Presentation of possible access operations within an epoch.

called RMA-Analyzer [1]. We propose a new insertion algorithm that enhances its scalability
and reduces the number of false positives. In Section 2, we provide some background elements
and the key-concepts of MPI-RMA this work relies on. In Section 3, we list the existing tools
to detect data races in MPI-RMA programs. Afterwards, in Section 4, we propose a new algo-
rithm that enhances the memory accesses management in RMA-Analyzer in order to reduce
the dynamic analysis time. Finally, Section 4.3 discusses the potential of the tool and future
works.

2. Background

The third major release of the Message Passing Interface (MPI-3) [11] enhances the one-sided
communications presented in the MPI-2 standard and proposes more synchronization opera-
tions for the Passive Target mode. An overview of communication options in the MPI-3 speci-
fication for RMA operations is presented by Hoefler et al. in [5]. In this paper, we focus on the
Passive Target synchronization mode since it is the closest mode to the synchronization model
presented by the PGAS model (in comparison to the Active Target mode).

2.1. MPI-RMA
MPI-RMA allows each MPI process to have a "distributed shared memory" that can be remotely
accessed by other MPI processes. In MPI-RMA, these memory regions are called windows and
remote memory accesses to these windows are possible during an epoch.
Within an epoch, MPI-RMA proposes several communication operations which involve two
processes : the origin process which issues the MPI-RMA communication, and the target pro-
cess whose window is accessed via the communication. In this paper, we focus on two commu-
nication operations : Put which allows to write a value owned by the origin to the window of
the target and Get which allows the origin to locally retrieve a value from the window of the
target. An example of all possible accesses within an epoch is shown in Figure 1.
When using MPI-RMA, four types of accesses should be considered [1] depending on if the
operation is local to the process (Local_∗) or to a remote access (RMA_∗) and if the operation is
a WRITE operation (∗_Write) or a READ operation (∗_Read). For instance, a Put operation is
an RMA_Write for target and an RMA_Read for origin. In the same way, a Get operation is
an RMA_Read for target and an RMA_Write for origin. A Store operation is a Local_Write

for the process using it.
MPI-RMA ensures three properties that allow an efficient overlap of communications with
computations. The first property is completion : since MPI-RMA communications are asyn-
chronous, we cannot know if a communication has completed until the end of the epoch. The
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FIGURE 2 – Examples of a data races within a process (a) and between processes (b).

second property is ordering : MPI-RMA communications can happen in any order within an
epoch. Finally, the third property is atomicity : the atomicity of MPI-RMA communications is
only guaranteed at the MPI_Datatype level.
MPI-RMA has been successfully used by some applications that have migrated from MPI two-
sided to MPI-RMA. For instance, Mizan-RMA [9], which is a graph processing framework, got a
speedup up to 280% using MPI-RMA compared to a previous version that uses MPI_Send and
MPI_Recv operations. Similarly, the Graph500 [10] data intensive benchmark got a speedup
of 200%. The authors claim that these speedups are achieved through a better overlapping of
communications and computations.

2.2. Data Races in MPI-RMA Programs
MPI-RMA programs expose memory through an abstraction that allows to read from and write
to distant memory at any time, which can lead to data races. A data race occurs if two opera-
tions access the same memory range (at least one of them being an RMA access) and at least
one of them is a WRITE access (RMA_Write or Local_Write). As a consequence, the result may
change depending on the execution. A more precise description of data races is presented by
Hoefler et al. in [5]. Two examples of data races are presented in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, origin
issues a Get operation to store in buf a value owned by target. At the same time, origin writes
over buf by making a store operation (buf=loc). Therefore, a data race can occur at origin
side and buf will take the value of either X or loc. Figure 2b shows data races at both origin

and target. This is due to the fact that both processes are retrieving the remote value in their
own window. That is why, depending on where the remote value is retrieved (in the window
or out of the window), a data race may occur.
It should be noted that data races can also occur with more than two processes, for instance in
the case where multiple processes issue a Put operation to the same space of the same target.
All possible cases of data races are reported in Figure 5 in Appendix.

3. Related Works

There are a few approaches to detect data races in MPI-RMA programs. Park et al. [12] present
an approach that creates a mirror window each time a window is created. Then, each time
a new MPI-RMA communication accesses a memory space in the window, a check for data
races is performed in the corresponding mirror window containing previous accesses to the
window. This approach does not consider local Load and Store accesses, which leads to false
negatives. Moreover, its implementation is only compatible with the MPI-2 standard. MC-
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Checker [2] uses a post-mortem analysis based on a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to detect
concurrent regions (in respect to the happens-before relation [7]). MC-Checker has been enhan-
ced with MC-CChecker [3] which reduces the number of false positives and improves its sca-
lability through a clock-based approach based on the encoded vector clock. Nonetheless, the
implementation proposed by the authors of MC-CChecker is only compatible with the MPI-2
standard and thus does not support the new MPI-RMA features. MUST-RMA [14] is an on-the-
fly data race detector for MPI-RMA programs which combines the analysis of the correctness
checking tool MUST [4] and Thread-Sanitizer, a shared-memory data race detector [15]. MUST-
RMA constructs (using the happens-before relation) concurrent regions and "transfers" them
to Thread-Sanitizer to check for data races. A static analysis detecting data races in MPI-RMA
programs has been proposed by Saillard et al. in [13]. This analysis works by making a Breadth
First Search (BFS) on the Control Flow Graph (CFG) to detect at compile time data races at
origin side only.

RMA-Analyzer [1] captures memory accesses during the execution of programs and stores
them in a Binary Search Tree (BST). A memory access includes information about the interval
of addresses that are accessed, the type of the access, and debug information (e.g.the location
of the access in the source code). Thus, as soon a data race is detected, RMA-Analyzer stops the
program and returns an error message including debug information to facilitate the correction
of the program. When an MPI window is created, each MPI process creates a BST storing all
the memory accesses associated to the addresses it owns (in the window and locally). In its
reference implementation, when a new access is issued, a first traversal of the BST is done in
order to check for data races with the existing accesses. If there is no error, another traversal is
done to insert the new access. This approach has been recently integrated in PARCOACH [6], a
tool dedicated to the detection of deadlocks caused by improper use of collective calls in paral-
lel applications. We argue that the reference implementation of the approach has performance
bottlenecks especially because of the size of the BST that is equal to the number of accesses. Mo-
reover, false negatives are possible. These limitations are due to the fact that accesses present
in the BST are not disjoint (leads to false negatives) and are not merged (leads to slowdown).
To solve these issues, we introduce a new insertion algorithm that increases the accuracy and
reduces the memory footprint and analysis time of the data race detection proposed by RMA-
Analyzer.

MC-Checker, MC-CChecker and RMA-Analyzer implementations have a lightweight static
support that reduces the number of Load/Store instrumentations. Besides, RMA-Analyzer and
static analysis proposed by Saillard et al. are the only implementations supporting Fortran pro-
grams. A summary of all existing tools is presented in Figure 6 in Appendix.

4. New Data Race Detection

Our new data race algorithm improves the insertion of memory accessses in the BST. This new
algorithm is based on two main parts : the fragmentation of the accesses (presented in Sec-
tion 4.1) and the merging of the accesses (presented in Section 4.2). More details about the algo-
rithm are presented in Algorithm 1 in Appendix and an example of its execution is presented
in Figure 10.

4.1. Improving the Accuracy of the Insertion Algorithm
The reference implementation can have false negatives caused by non-disjoint accesses. Indeed,
the accesses are ordered based on their lower bound, therefore the insertion of a new access in
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FIGURE 3 – Built BST with the reference implementation (left side) and our implementation
(right side). Bold accesses are conflicting.
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(a) False negative program.
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(b) Merge loop program.

FIGURE 4 – Comparison codes.

the BST may miss a conflict with another access and potentially miss a data race (the accesses
are then intersecting). An example of a false negative is presented in 3a. In this example, the
memory interval corresponding at the Put ([2...12], RMA_Read) will be inserted in the left
subtree of the node ([4], Local_Write). Thus, when a new access ([7], Local_Write) is inserted in
the BST, it is inserted in the right subtree of ([4], Local_Write) without noticing the intersection
between ([2...12], RMA_Read) and [7], which is a data race.
To make the accesses disjoint, the access fragmentation algorithm is called each time a new
access is inserted in the BST. More details are presented in Algorithm 2 in Appendix. Using this
algorithm, the BST of the reference implementation presented in Figure 3a becomes the BST
presented in Figure 3b.
When a new access new_acc is inserted in the BST, if this new_acc is intersecting with another
access BST_acc already present in the BST, three new accesses are created and inserted in the
BST if they are not empty. The first access represents the leftmost subsection, that is not part
of the intersection between new_acc and BST_acc. This l_acc is necessary in order to keep
debug information of the latest access to addresses it represents. The second access represents
the intersection of new_acc and BST_acc. Given the access type of new_acc and BST_acc, the
access type of the resulting access intersection_acc is given in Figure 7 in Appendix. Basically,
RMA accesses prevail on local accesses and WRITE accesses prevail on READ accesses. The
third access r_acc represents the remaining subsection. An illustration of the fragmentation
algorithm on two accesses is shown in Figure 8 in Appendix.
This fragmentation algorithm has been implemented in PARCOACH and applied on the pro-
gram shown in Figure 4a. It successfully detected the data race between the bold statements,
whereas the reference version of the detection algorithm failed to raise the error.
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However, this fragmentation algorithm can lead to a drastic increase of accesses representations
in the BST. Indeed, each new access possibly increases the number of accesses in the BST by two
(one access is removed and three accesses are added).

4.2. Optimizing the Number of Nodes
In order to avoid the explosion of the number of nodes in the BST, which could negatively im-
pact the scalability of the data race detection algorithm, we propose a node-merging algorithm.
To merge two accesses, two conditions need to be ensured. The accesses have to be intersecting
or adjacent, and must have the same access type. Thus, each time a new access Acc is inserted in
the BST, our algorithm goes through all the accesses that are intersecting with Acc or adjacent to
Acc, and merges them with Acc (cf Algorithm 3 in Appendix). Figure 9 in Appendix illustrates
the execution of the merging algorithm.
For instance, in the case of the program presented in Figure 4b that has a lot of adjacent accesses,
the reference implementation induces a number of accesses in the BST that is linear in the
number of iterations (1000 in this case). The merging algorithm allows to merge all the accesses
induced by the Get communications into only one access in the BST. Thus, from a BST that has
5002 accesses in the BST using the reference implementation, each iteration adding five new
accesses to the BST, our implementation gets a BST of size two : one access for variable i and
one access for all the Get accesses.
If we look at the complexity of the algorithm, since the most computationally intensive ope-
rations used in the new insertion algorithm are researches, insertions and deletions which are
logarithmic in time as we use a (balanced) BST, our new insertion algorithm is also logarithmic
in time.

4.3. Discussion
With our new insertion algorithm that is more accurate than the reference algorithm due to the
fragmentation of the accesses, and the reduction of nodes in the BST induced by the merging
algorithm, we argue that we contributed to an improved scalability of the overall analysis.
Indeed, since the execution time of insertion and deletion operations in the BST depend on the
size of the BST, a reduction of the BST size would also reduce the execution time of the analysis.
We let for future work an in-depth analysis of the gain obtained by our implementation.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a better data race detection technique for RMA-Analyzer [1]. We
presented a way to better manage the BST that is used to store all the accesses to the address
space of an MPI process. We introduced a new insertion algorithm including node fragmenta-
tion and node merging. By doing so, the resulting BST detects more errors than the reference
implementation and its size is greatly reduced. For future works, we plan to enhance the static
analysis proposed by Saillard et al. in [13] to detect more errors at compile time. We also plan
to combine this static analysis to RMA-Analyzer in order to reduce the overhead at runtime. To
further help developers write MPI-RMA programs, we plan to explore code transformation at
compile time. To do so, an analysis to predict where the use of MPI-RMA operations could lead
to better performance compared to two-sided MPI operations may be useful. We will also ex-
plore a method to automatically transform two-sided MPI operations into one-sided operations
using the LLVM compiler infrastructure [8].
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Algorithm 1 Insert in BST Algorithm
1: function INSERT_BST(Acc, BST)
2: intersection_acc← getIntersectingAccesses(Acc)
3: leftAccess← Access_with_lowest_low_attribute(intersection_acc)
4: mergeableAccesses← getMergeableAccessesAtLeft(intersection_acc)
5: if intersection_acc == ∅ then
6: BST.insert(Acc)
7: return SUCCESS
8: if mergeableAccesses.size == intersection_acc.size then
9: return full_merge(Acc,mergeableAccesses, BST)

10: if mergeableAccesses.size == 0 then
11: remain← fragment_intersecting_Accesses(Acc, leftAccess, BST)
12: return insert_BST(remain, BST)

13: upperBoundAccess← mergeableAccesses.next(intersection_acc)
14: return insert_BST(merge_intersecting_Accesses(Acc,mergeableAccesses, upperBoundAccess, BST), BST)
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Algorithm 2 Fragmenting intersecting Accesses
Require: AccB ∈ BST , AccA ∩AccB 6= ∅
1: function FRAGMENT_INTERSECTING_ACCESSES(AccA, AccB, BST)
2: accA_low← low_bound(AccA);accA_up← up_bound(AccA)
3: accB_low← low_bound(AccB);accB_up← up_bound(AccB)
4: BST.erase(AccB)
5: intersection_acc← Access ({max(accA_low, accB_low),min(accA_up, accB_up)},

AccA.Type|AccB.Type,
dominantAccess(AccA,AccB).Dbg)

6: BST.insert(intersection_acc)
7: if accA_low 6= accB_low then
8: l_acc = Access({min(accA_low, accB_low),max(accA_low, accB_low) − 1},

minLow(accA, accB).Type,
minLow(accA, accB).Dbg)

9: BST.insert(l_acc)
10: return Access ({min(accA_up, accB_up) + 1,max(accA_up, accB_up)},

maxUp(accA_up, accB_up).Type,
maxUp(accA_up, accB_up).Dbg)

Algorithm 3 Merging intersecting Accesses
Require: mergeable is sorted,

for element in mergeable : element ∩Acc 6= ∅ AND element.Type == Acc.Type,
upperBoundAccess ∩Acc 6= ∅ AND upperBoundAccess.Type == Acc.Type

1: function MERGE_INTERSECTING_ACCESSES(Acc, mergeable, upperBoundAccess, BST)
2: leftAccess→ mergeable.begin

3: acc_low← low_bound(Acc);acc_up← up_bound(Acc)
4: leftAccess_low← low_bound(leftAccess)
5: upperBoundAccess_low← low_bound(upperBoundAccess)
6: for all element in mergreable do

BST.erase(element)

7: if acc_low > leftAccess_low then
8: leftmost_Access = Access({leftAccess_low, acc_low − 1},

leftAccess.Type,

leftAccess.Dbg)
9: BST.insert(leftmost_Access)

10: merged_Access = Access({acc_low, upperBoundAccess_low},

Acc.Type,

Acc.Dbg)
11: BST.insert(merged_Access)
12: return Access({upperBoundAccess_low, acc_up},

Acc.Type,

Acc.Dbg)
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FIGURE 8 – Illustration of an execution of fragment_intersecting_Accesses. Given two in-
tersecting accesses BST_acc (present in the BST) and new_acc, the fragmented accesses are
composed of three parts : l_acc, intersection_acc and r_acc. These accesses are inserted in
the BST and BST_acc is removed from the BST.
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FIGURE 9 – Illustration of an execution of merge_intersecting_accesses. Given several ac-
cesses present in the BST (in red) and a new access new_acc, three new accesses are created :
l_acc, merged_acc and r_acc. These accesses are inserted in the BST and all the previously
present accesses are removed from the BST.
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FIGURE 10 – Illustration of an execution of insert_BST . Given a new access new_acc, new_acc
is first merged with the first accesses present in the BST that have the same access type than
new_acc (Step 1 to Step 5). Then, when the algorithm encounters an access that has not the
same access type than new_acc, fragment_intersecting_intervals is called (Step 5 to Step 9).
Finally, the remaining part of new_acc that has not been inserted in the BST is merged with the
last intersecting access in the BST (Step 9 to Step 13).
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